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From New York Times Bestselling author Addison Moore comes a hilarious coming of age story that will tug at your
heartstrings long after you've read the book.Annie Edwards was born deaf, but she's never let that define her. She's
settling in as a freshman at Whitney Briggs University, loves her dorm, her roommate, her classes, but something feels
as though it's missing-enter Blake Daniels. He's everything Annie is not-a rocker, a player, a college dropout. ***CAN BE
READ AS A STANDALONE***Rock Candy Kisses (3: AM Kisses 5) Romantic Comedy First base never felt so
good!From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore...Cosmopolitan Magazine calls
Addison's books...easy, frothy fun!***3: AM Kisses - The USA Today Bestseller!***Her friends want to sleep with him, her
brothers want to kill him, and all Annie wants is a chance to see where her heart takes her. As the lead singer of 12
Deadly Sins, Blake has had his fair share of rock candy. But Annie has taken over his body, his mind, his heart-three
things he's never lost control of before. Often first love and first heartbreak go hand in hand. Sometimes the thrill of one is
worth risking the other.Original publication date February 14, 20
A withdrawn adolescent boy's initiation into the occult draws him ever deeper into the bizarre world of witchcraft, voodoo,
and satanism until, at age sixteen, he commits suicide.
A laugh out loud romantic comedy from New York Times bestselling author Addison Moore* ***All 3:AM KISSES books
can be read as standalones*** Three weekends in New York City. Two people who can’t stand each another. One
shameless kiss. Eli Gates is not a fan of watching out for his buddy’s kid sister. Harley Shelton is not a fan of having
Whitney Briggs University’s premier playboy trailing her on her trip to New York City. Eli has a secret he’s keeping from
Harley, and he thinks it’s hilarious. Harley has a secret she gladly shares with Eli—she’s talking to someone hot and
mysterious on the new dating app Eli helped build. But Eli’s secret isn’t so funny when it blows up in his face. Harley’s
sexy suitor isn’t so hot when he turns out to be a stalker. And everything explodes after one shameless kiss. Eli Gates
used to be all about the girls—and now all he wants is Harley. From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling
author, Addison Moore—Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"
*all 3:AM KISSES books can be read as STANDALONE novels* Lawson Kent is a jerk of the highest order. Sure he’s
got the face of a god and the body of a prisoner dedicated to pumping iron, but every time he’s in my way my blood
boils. His obnoxious mug seems impossible to escape. So when we’re paired together to work on the community
interaction project we call a truce. In fact, the more I hang out with Lawson, the more it seems he really gets me. Not too
many people do. Lucky Madden is a mouthy piece of work. Yes, she’s gorgeous to a fault and that’s precisely why her
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overprotective, tatted up brother, Jet, pays me the big bucks to make sure none of the idiots at Whitney Briggs University
land her horizontal. Only, too bad for me, Lucky Madden is the last person I want to hover over every free chance I get.
Then one night, she cuts the mouthy routine and does something far more productive with those lips, she kisses me.
Now I can’t get Lucky Madden out of my mind. I’m addicted in every single way, and soon enough, the only person her
brother will want to rip to pieces is me.
The instant #1 New York Times bestseller! Once Upon a Broken Heart marks the launch of a new series from beloved
author Stephanie Garber about love, curses, and the lengths that people will go to for happily ever after For as long as
she can remember, Evangeline Fox has believed in true love and happy endings...until she learns that the love of her life
will marry another. Desperate to stop the wedding and to heal her wounded heart, Evangeline strikes a deal with the
charismatic, but wicked, Prince of Hearts. In exchange for his help, he asks for three kisses, to be given at the time and
place of his choosing. But after Evangeline’s first promised kiss, she learns that bargaining with an immortal is a
dangerous game — and that the Prince of Hearts wants far more from her than she’d pledged. He has plans for
Evangeline, plans that will either end in the greatest happily ever after, or the most exquisite tragedy...
***A standalone romance*** A HILARIOUS romantic comedy by New York Times bestseller Addison Moore! Nolan Knight
is the personification of a hot billionaire stud. Broad shoulders, bedroom eyes, a mouth that knows how to navigate its
way around the female anatomy—Nolan Knight has all of the steamy bases covered. But he broke my heart years ago,
and now we’re both back in Evergreen Falls at the scene of the crime. I’m not looking for anything from Nolan—with the
exception of him staying out of my way. But that’s one thing he doesn’t seem capable of. It just takes one look, one
touch, and I know I’m in trouble. The only steadfast rule I have is—do not let Nolan Knight anywhere near my heart. That
should be easy enough. The problem is, Nolan never left that sacred place. Now if I could only figure out a way to evict
him… From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore—Cosmopolitan Magazine calls
Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"
“Open Water is tender poetry, a love song to Black art and thought, an exploration of intimacy and vulnerability between
two young artists learning to be soft with each other in a world that hardens against Black people.”—Yaa Gyasi, author of
HOMEGOING In a crowded London pub, two young people meet. Both are Black British, both won scholarships to
private schools where they struggled to belong, both are now artists—he a photographer, she a dancer—and both are
trying to make their mark in a world that by turns celebrates and rejects them. Tentatively, tenderly, they fall in love. But
two people who seem destined to be together can still be torn apart by fear and violence, and over the course of a year
they find their relationship tested by forces beyond their control. Narrated with deep intimacy, Open Water is at once an
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achingly beautiful love story and a potent insight into race and masculinity that asks what it means to be a person in a
world that sees you only as a Black body; to be vulnerable when you are only respected for strength; to find safety in
love, only to lose it. With gorgeous, soulful intensity, and blistering emotional intelligence, Caleb Azumah Nelson gives a
profoundly sensitive portrait of romantic love in all its feverish waves and comforting beauty. This is one of the most
essential debut novels of recent years, heralding the arrival of a stellar and prodigious young talent.
From New York Times Bestseller Addison Moore comes a SECOND CHANCE ROMANCE Ryder Capwell crushed her
heart.When Laney is auctioned off as a prize at the drama department fundraiser the last person she expects to trade
cold hard cash for her company is Ryder.Laney Sawyer used to believe in love and all of the trappings that happily ever
after could provide until Ryder Capwell is in love with Laney Sawyer. One year ago she walked out of his life and took the
light of his world right along with her. Ryder would do anything to have another chance with Laney, including purchasing
her for the evening courtesy of Whitney Briggs University, and he does just that.One thing leads to whiskey, which leads
to a one-night stand. Things can only go wrong from here. Winter Kisses (3: AM Kisses 2) Romantic Comedy First base
never felt so good!From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore...Cosmopolitan
Magazine calls Addison's books...easy, frothy fun!***3: AM Kisses - The USA Today Bestselling series!*This novella can
be read as a standalone*Orignal publication date November 1, 20
NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • A grand, devastating portrait of three generations of the Sackler family, famed for their
philanthropy, whose fortune was built by Valium and whose reputation was destroyed by OxyContin. From the prize-winning and
bestselling author of Say Nothing, as featured in the HBO documentary Crime of the Century. The Sackler name adorns the walls
of many storied institutions—Harvard, the Metropolitan Museum of Art, Oxford, the Louvre. They are one of the richest families in
the world, known for their lavish donations to the arts and the sciences. The source of the family fortune was vague, however, until
it emerged that the Sacklers were responsible for making and marketing a blockbuster painkiller that was the catalyst for the opioid
crisis. Empire of Pain begins with the story of three doctor brothers, Raymond, Mortimer and the incalculably energetic Arthur, who
weathered the poverty of the Great Depression and appalling anti-Semitism. Working at a barbaric mental institution, Arthur saw a
better way and conducted groundbreaking research into drug treatments. He also had a genius for marketing, especially for
pharmaceuticals, and bought a small ad firm. Arthur devised the marketing for Valium, and built the first great Sackler fortune. He
purchased a drug manufacturer, Purdue Frederick, which would be run by Raymond and Mortimer. The brothers began collecting
art, and wives, and grand residences in exotic locales. Their children and grandchildren grew up in luxury. Forty years later,
Raymond’s son Richard ran the family-owned Purdue. The template Arthur Sackler created to sell Valium—co-opting doctors,
influencing the FDA, downplaying the drug’s addictiveness—was employed to launch a far more potent product: OxyContin. The
drug went on to generate some thirty-five billion dollars in revenue, and to launch a public health crisis in which hundreds of
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thousands would die. This is the saga of three generations of a single family and the mark they would leave on the world, a tale
that moves from the bustling streets of early twentieth-century Brooklyn to the seaside palaces of Greenwich, Connecticut, and
Cap d’Antibes to the corridors of power in Washington, D.C. Empire of Pain chronicles the multiple investigations of the Sacklers
and their company, and the scorched-earth legal tactics that the family has used to evade accountability. The history of the Sackler
dynasty is rife with drama—baroque personal lives; bitter disputes over estates; fistfights in boardrooms; glittering art collections;
Machiavellian courtroom maneuvers; and the calculated use of money to burnish reputations and crush the less powerful. Empire
of Pain is a masterpiece of narrative reporting and writing, exhaustively documented and ferociously compelling. It is a portrait of
the excesses of America’s second Gilded Age, a study of impunity among the super elite and a relentless investigation of the
naked greed and indifference to human suffering that built one of the world’s great fortunes.
This public domain book is an open and compatible implementation of the Uniform System of Citation.
Haunted by tragic memories, former actress Victoria returns to the lakeside town she left behind many years before, and befriends
young travel writer Heather as they both struggle to find solace and acceptance in the community.
From the New York Timesand USA Todaybestselling author, Addison Moore... Seventeen year-old, Skyla Messenger is wishing
people would just stay dead. With Chloe back, Skyla finds it difficult to live under her tyranny and threats. A seemingly innocent
misstep in Skyla’s past comes back to haunt her and could end up costing her relationship with Gage.
Legendary leadership and elite performance expert Robin Sharma introduced The 5am Club concept over twenty years ago,
based on a revolutionary morning routine that has helped his clients maximize their productivity, activate their best health and
bulletproof their serenity in this age of overwhelming complexity. Now, in this life-changing book, handcrafted by the author over a
rigorous four-year period, you will discover the early-rising habit that has helped so many accomplish epic results while upgrading
their happiness, helpfulness and feelings of aliveness. Through an enchanting—and often amusing—story about two struggling
strangers who meet an eccentric tycoon who becomes their secret mentor, The 5am Club will walk you through: How great
geniuses, business titans and the world’s wisest people start their mornings to produce astonishing achievements A little-known
formula you can use instantly to wake up early feeling inspired, focused and flooded with a fiery drive to get the most out of each
day A step-by-step method to protect the quietest hours of daybreak so you have time for exercise, self-renewal and personal
growth A neuroscience-based practice proven to help make it easy to rise while most people are sleeping, giving you precious
time for yourself to think, express your creativity and begin the day peacefully instead of being rushed “Insider-only” tactics to
defend your gifts, talents and dreams against digital distraction and trivial diversions so you enjoy fortune, influence and a
magnificent impact on the world Part manifesto for mastery, part playbook for genius-grade productivity and part companion for a
life lived beautifully, The 5am Club is a work that will transform your life. Forever.
From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore: Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's
books, "...easy, frothy fun!" Rock Candy Kisses (3:AM Kisses 5) Annie Edwards was born deaf, but she’s never let that define her.
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She’s settling in as a freshman at Whitney Briggs University, loves her dorm, her roommate, her classes, but something feels as
though it’s missing—enter Blake Daniels. He’s everything Annie is not—a rocker, a player, a college dropout. Her friends want to
sleep with him, her brothers want to kill him, and all Annie wants is a chance to see where her heart takes her. As the lead singer
of 12 Deadly Sins, Blake has had his fair share of rock candy. But Annie has taken over his body, his mind, his heart—three things
he’s never lost control of before. Often first love and first heartbreak go hand in hand. Sometimes the thrill of one is worth risking
the other.
From NEW YORK TIMES bestselling author Addison Moore: Sixteen year-old, Skyla Messenger is determined to bring back the
dead. For Skyla, being an angel from the coveted Celestra faction hasn’t been easy. An entire band of wicked angels is after her
blood, a Sector is after something far more sinister, and her newfound powers lead her on a quest to save her dead father. Skyla
and her boyfriend Logan try to piece together a plan to take down the Countenance in order to maintain their relationship, but will
Skyla’s burgeoning feelings for Gage get in the way? And when Skyla decides to use her powerful blood to change the fate of
another deceased soul, just who is going to stop her? From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison
Moore...Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books...easy, frothy fun!
Gathers unusual and little-known facts about rock and roll performers, groups, recordings, and history
Reminiscent of Martha Hall Kelly’s Lilac Girls and Kristin Hannah’s The Nightingale, this entrancing story “is a poignant reminder that there
is no limit to what women can do. A nostalgic, engrossing read” (Julia London, New York Times bestselling author). It’s easier for Cara
Hargraves to bury herself in the past than to confront the present, which is why working for a gruff but brilliant antiques dealer is perfect.
While clearing out an estate, she pries open an old tin that holds the relics of a lost relationship: an unfinished diary from World War II and a
photo of a young woman in uniform. Captivated by the hauntingly beautiful diary, Cara begins her search for the author, never guessing that it
might reveal her own family’s wartime secrets. In 1941, nineteen-year-old Louise Keene feels trapped in her Cornish village, waiting for a
wealthy suitor her mother has chosen for her to return from the war. But when Louise meets Flight Lieutenant Paul Bolton, a dashing RAF
pilot stationed at a local base, everything changes. And changes again when Paul’s unit is deployed without warning. Desperate for a larger
life, Louise joins the women’s auxiliary branch of the British Army in the anti-aircraft gun unit as a gunner girl. As bombs fall on London, she
and the other gunner girls show their bravery and resilience while performing their duties during deadly air raids. The only thing that gets
Louise through those dark, bullet-filled nights is knowing that she and Paul will be together when the war is over. But when a bundle of her
letters to him are returned unopened, she learns that wartime romance can have a much darker side. “Sweeping, stirring, and heartrending in
all the best ways, this tale of one of WWII’s courageous, colorful, and enigmatic Gunner Girls will take your breath away” (Kristin Harmel,
bestselling author of The Room on Rue Amelie).
There are moments in life that define you—more often than not, they are born of tragedy. There are moments in life that eviscerate you—more
often than not, that is the blade tragedy wields in an effort to kill your spirit. There are moments in life when everything you thought you knew
is turned upside down. Try as you might, you can never right it. There are moments in life when everything you thought you’d have forever
disappears, disintegrates right before your very eyes. My world is rearranging itself in the most horrific way. These are my moments. This is
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my hell. Trouble lies ahead. Be warned. Welcome back to Paragon. ***Celestra Forever After is a Celestra Series spinoff.*** From the NEW
YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore—Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!" *The
Celestra series has over a million copies in circulation and has been optioned for film by 20th Century Fox!*
One-night stands and booty calls are as far as I commit. I'm not the guy you bring home to Mom. I'm the one you look for when you want
naughty kisses and whispered sweet-nothings, and hell, baby, I deliver. Each and every time. Or at least I used to. Before my brother talked
me into hiring a new waitress whose whiskey eyes have been driving me as crazy as the sight of her in those jeans. She's everything I didn't
think I would want. There's no warming up to love. It's a freefall, and I'm taking her with me. I've always been a man who knows what he
wants. And I want Leni Holden.
Ally Nightingale has secrets. Secrets she doesn’t even share with the Rock Chicks. But two men know what she’s up to. One has her back.
The other has her heart, but he doesn't know it. As Ally rewinds the last year of her life, she knows two things. One, she’s never going to get
what every Rock Chick should have—her own Hot Bunch guy. And two, she’s a Nightingale through and through. She just isn’t sure what to
do about that. But as her secrets are revealed, the men in her life react. Darius Tucker, a lifelong friend, as usual takes her back. Ren Zano,
the man she loves, isn’t quite so sure. The Rock Chicks, Hot Bunch and the entire gang at Fortnum’s weigh in, and a Rock Chick Revolution
starts brewing. It’s up to Ally to control it and prove what she knows down to her bones. She’s a Rock Chick, she deserves her hot guy and
she’s going to keep the one she wants… Because she’s a Nightingale.
*A laugh out loud, standalone, romantic comedy by New York Times Bestseller Addison Moore* One hot kiss plus one reckless night equals
eating for two. Definitely not the equation Sunday Knight was looking for when she decided to let loose and trade her good girl persona for a
night of primal fun. The worst part? She has no clue who the baby daddy might be. Her father is so proud. 3:AM Kisses, Addison Moore,
friends to lovers, college romance, young adult, new adult, romance, contemporary romance, love, forbidden love, romantic comedy, humor,
sports, university, family life
More than 130 activity ideas - growing crystals, launching water rockets, testing a light dimmer, mapping elevations, testing soil - prompt
students to make eye-opening discoveries in biology, chemistry, earth science, environmental science, and physics. Each activity ends by
citing other related activities in the book. A special "more for less" section provides tips for getting and making scientific materials at bargain
prices, and all activities are indexed by skills and subject areas. Grades K-8. Index. Conversion tables. Illustrated. Good Year Books. 306
pages. Third Edition.
(A 3:AM Kisses Novel) Can be read as a standalone. Izzy Sawyer has always been the it girl. She believes she’s the last person on earth
who deserves a happily ever after. Holt Edwards has always been the player that women voluntarily fall to their knees for. When it comes to
love, Holt doesn’t believe in fairytale endings. Once Izzy dives back into the dating pool, Holt is right there, ready and willing to offer tips and
tricks to get her through an entire army of blind dates—starting with a bone-melting demonstration on how to deliver mouthwatering kisses.
One thing leads to whiskey and Izzy is starting to think happily ever after doesn’t seem like such a bad idea. Holt is starting to rethink his
stance on fairytale endings. But Izzy has a secret that has turned her world upside down. Holt has a secret of his own that cost him far more
than he ever bargained for. Sometimes life doesn’t give you the happily ever after. Sometimes it’s best to leave fairytale endings on the
bookshelf where they belong. Izzy can’t stop thinking about Holt. Holt can’t seem to quit his favorite new addiction—Izzy. The mercury is
rising—secrets are percolating—and their lust for one another is just about to detonate. Izzy needs just one more hit of Holt and his late night
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Whiskey kisses, but deep down she knows that will never be enough. She wants all of him—every bone-melting kiss he has to offer. Izzy
wants Holt Holt worships Izzy. Summer in Hollow Brook just heated up. Sparks are flying. Together Izzy and Holt are unstoppably electric.
Manchild in the Promised Land is indeed one of the most remarkable autobiographies of our time. This thinly fictionalized account of Claude
Brown's childhood as a hardened, streetwise criminal trying to survive the toughest streets of Harlem has been heralded as the definitive
account of everyday life for the first generation of African Americans raised in the Northern ghettos of the 1940s and 1950s. When the book
was first published in 1965, it was praised for its realistic portrayal of Harlem -- the children, young people, hardworking parents; the hustlers,
drug dealers, prostitutes, and numbers runners; the police; the violence, sex, and humor. The book continues to resonate generations later,
not only because of its fierce and dignified anger, not only because the struggles of urban youth are as deeply felt today as they were in
Brown's time, but also because the book is affirmative and inspiring. Here is the story about the one who "made it," the boy who kept landing
on his feet and became a man.
***All 3: AM KISSES books can be read as standalones***One seasoned playboy who is determined to steer clear of relationships.One feisty
freshman who is determined to steer clear from players.One RED HOT kiss that changes everything.Stay away from Rushford Knight was the
only rule my brothers gave me. But it's my first year at Whitney Briggs University, my first year from out of the shadow of their wings, and I
plan to discover who I really am. I'm pretty certain about one thing, I'm no longer interested in living under the dictatorship of the
aforementioned brothers. Yes, Rush Knight is a player who's only after one thing-but the last thing he'll get from me is another notch in his
belt.I'll teach both Rush and my brothers that sometimes life doesn't play fair.And neither do I.*A laugh out loud romantic comedy from the
New York Times bestselling author Addison Moore*From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison MooreCosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"
From a New York Times Bestseller comes a story of a sassy young coed who falls hard for her BEST FRIEND'S BROTHER. ***Romantic
Comedy***She's my best friend's kid sister. I don't do relationships, and I sure as heck won't mess with Baya.He's a player and my brother's
roommate. Bryson is a no-fly zone. I should want nothing to do with him--but that kiss we shared...3: AM Kisses (Romantic Comedy) First
base never felt so good!From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore...Cosmopolitan Magazine calls
Addison's books...easy, frothy fun!***3: AM Kisses The USA Today Bestseller!***Baya Brighton is looking forward to her first year at Whitney
Briggs University, new friends, dorm life, and finally being close to her brother again. Love is the last thing on the list, but when Baya meets
her brother's roommate she begins to have thoughts and feelings that make even her blush.Bryson Edwards has a secret he prefers buried in
the past and long forgotten. He keeps himself busy with the important things, loose girls, fast cars, and long nights working at the string of
bars his family owns. When his roommate's sister shows up on the scene, she's far too innocent and sweet for him but he can't shake Baya
out of his mind and worse, it looks like she's seeping into his heart as well.Baya seems determined to show her brother she's not a little kid
and equally determined to use Bryson's body to prove her point. It's been made pretty clear that Baya is off limits to Bryson but their
undeniable sparks explode into a whole lot more than just a few 3: AM KISSES.Original publication date September 17, 2
Piper thinks Owen Vincent is a tool. Once they finish up with their internship she never wants to see him again. From the NEW YORK TIMES
and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore …Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!" Piper James’ first
year at Whitney Briggs is starting off great, new friends, a potential sorority, and plenty of guys to choose from. Once she secures a spot in
Alpha Chi, she’ll have the greatest freshman year on record. But it just takes one look at the Alpha Chi “hit list” of things she needs to do to
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get in and she know there’s trouble—and trouble’s name is Owen Vincent. Taming a player sounds impossible. Owen is the only player she
knows and he certainly fits the bill, cocky, too many notches to count on his bedpost, and an aversion to relationships. Making Owen believe
she wants him is pretty low, even if this entire fling is just a means to an end. But now she can’t stop thinking about him. Yeah, he thinks
he’s God’s gift to women, but now a part of her is kind of starting to agree. Girls are still dripping all over him like honey. Piper thinks there’s
no way he’d be interested in a commitment with her. Maybe Alpha Chi isn’t what she wants. Maybe it’s Owen? It’s a brand new year at
Whitney Briggs and things are about to get wild.
Aren’t babies precious? So is sleep. Your baby is capable of sleeping through the night and this book will show you how. A whip smart and
entertaining guide that focuses on WHY babies sleep the way they do, this book arms you with evidence-based and flexible tools that work
for every unique situation so that you can teach your baby how to sleep well. This book will help you tackle the thorniest sleep snags,
including: > Navigating the tricky newborn phase like a pro > Getting your child to truly sleep through the night > Weaning off the all-night
buffet > Mastering the precarious tango that is healthy napping > Solving toddler and preschooler sleep struggles Sleep expert Alexis Dubief,
of the wildly popular website, podcast, and group Precious Little Sleep, imparts effective, accessible, and flexible strategies based on years of
research that will dramatically improve your child’s sleep. You’ll love the practical solutions and the way she presents them. And it works!
Buy it now.
Don't miss the laugh-out-loud classic about a boy who leaps into battle when he's forced to share a room with his grandfather--now a major
motion picture starring Robert De Niro, Uma Thurman, Christopher Walken, Jane Seymour, Rob Riggle, Cheech Marin, and Oakes Fegley!
Peter is thrilled that Grandpa is coming to live with his family. That is, until Grandpa moves right into Peter’s room, forcing him upstairs. Peter
loves his grandpa but wants his room back. He has no choice but to declare war! With the help of his friends, Peter devises outrageous plans
to make Grandpa surrender the room. But Grandpa is tougher than he looks. Rather than give in, Grandpa plans to get even. They used to
be such great pals. Has their war gone too far? WINNER OF TEN STATE READING AWARDS AN IRA-CBC CHILDREN'S CHOICE "Peter
tells this story with honesty and humor....By the story's end, Peter has learned much about the causes and effects of war--and human
dignity."-School Library Journal "The humor of the story derives from Peter's first-person account and from the reader's recognition of Peter's
valiant effort to maintain two mutually exclusive emotions."-The Horn Book Magazine
From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy,
frothy fun!" Marley Jackson has an axe to grind with the entire male population. After having her heart brutally broken, she’s out to prove to
herself, and the world, that a woman only needs one thing from a man—and it isn’t love. Wyatt James isn’t interested in anything that
resembles a commitment. He’s self-made, secure, and happy to entertain a one-night stand any day of the week—enter Marley. Marley
quickly dispels the idea that she’s anybody’s one-night stand. What Marley has in store for Wyatt is far more complex and requires a binding
contract to back it. But when feelings change, and that four-letter word takes ahold of both their hearts, they’re left to face the fact they might
be in deeper than either of them thought possible. Marley and Wyatt smolder. She’s eager to learn—yet, bossy as hell. He’s determined to
save her from herself. Sometimes heartbreak is the greatest teacher. Sometimes it leads you into the arms of the one you belonged with right
from the start.
*Can be a standalone!* I fell hard for Cade the moment I met up with those bedroom eyes of his, but it’s not my heart I’m interested in gifting
him. Cade James is my best friend’s brother, well bred and well bed. To him I’m just another plaything, but I can’t blame him for that. I’m
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not much to look at, and there’s not a man on the planet that would be willing to make me his own. But Cade is pulling me deeper, asking
questions, wanting to know what makes me tick—wanting to know who gave me the scar that takes up the landscape over half my face. Cade
wants far more than what I’m willing to give him. If I let him in, let him into the most sacred chamber of my heart, I might end up with a wound
far greater than the one that left that scar. The wound Cade James has the power to inflict could never heal. From the NEW YORK TIMES
and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore— Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"
Baya Brighton is looking forward to her first year at Whitney Briggs University, new friends, dorm life, and finally being close to her brother
again. Love is the last thing on the list, but when Baya meets her brother's roommate she begins to have thoughts and feelings that make
even her blush.

Jet Madden is notoriously good with the ladies. It’s not a fact I can confirm through experience, but, according to the lust-driven
grapevine at Whitney Briggs University, he’s a force to be reckoned with—many, many times in a single savory night. The day my
world crashes around me, I’m shuttled off to live with the ratted, tatted, roided-up hulk. Regardless of the fact, I’ll do anything to
keep my distance from that egotistical, giant ball of muscles. The last thing I want is to become another notch on that totem pole of
seduction he keeps tucked in his pants. The very last thing I want is to befriend or, heaven forbid, fall for Hollow Brook’s resident
wick dipper. But that sheet rock chest, those steel cut abs—a girl can only hold up her resistance for so long before she slowly goes
insane. I’m trying to resist him, really I am, but I have to see if those rumors are true. Each night I dream of falling asleep in Jet
Madden’s arms, and each day I pretend as if I loathe his existence. It’s all a lie. We’re a lie. Staying away from Jet Madden is
proving impossible. My body demands to collide with his, even if all it will ever amount to is our dirty little secret. Dirty Kisses He’s
afraid to get too attached. She’s afraid of losing control. From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author,
Addison Moore— Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's books, "...easy, frothy fun!"
*A romantic comedy From New York Times bestselling author Addison Moore* CAN BE A STANDALONE NOVEL* Nothing feels
better than REVENGE. When Knox and I catch our respective plus ones making out, all hell breaks loose. So we do the only thing
we can—date one another to drive our exes to the brink. What better way to avoid a rebound than to take control and take each
other for the summer? No rules. No holds barred. Everything goes. And at the end of the summer—everything comes to an
explosive end. We move on. At least that’s what we planned. But Knox is built for speed both on and off the field with a body
sculpted of pure steel. Those eyes, that dirty kissable mouth of his have me on the edge of my quivering seat. So what if we let
things go too far one night? So what if he’s actually managed to do things with my body that my ex would never have even
conceived? There isn’t anything real between us—this is nothing but a stunt. But things are getting messy, and another broken
heart is the last thing I need. But my heart is certainly feeling something, and now I’m not even sure what the hell I signed up for
anymore. It’s time to get out—even if it does feel a little too late.
Rock Candy Kisses (3:AM Kisses 5)Addison Moore
Transhumanists would have humanity's creation of posthumanity be our governing aim. Susan B. Levin challenges their
overarching commitments regarding the mind, brain, ethics, liberal democracy, knowledge, and reality. Her critique unmasks their
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notion of humanity's self-transcendence via science and technology as pure, albeit seductive, fantasy.
From the New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Addison Moore Seventeen year-old, Skyla Messenger finds herself
lying on an altar as a sacrifice to the enemy. Being an angel of the highest Nephilim order hasn’t been easy. Her first love has
cast his allegiance to the Countenance, the Sectors and the Fems see her as nothing more than a celestial pawn, and the dead
girl she helped bring back to life has blackmailed her into relinquishing her boyfriend. Skyla is determined to change all that. She's
decided to never trust Logan again, to turn the tables on the Sectors and the Fems, and get dirt on Chloe to blackmail her into
leaving Gage alone. But, when one obstacle after another gets in her way, Skyla can hardly find the strength to carry on. The only
solution seems to be to sacrifice herself to the Sector in her life and put everything in order while losing everything she values
most.
**This is a standalone romance**From NEW YORK TIMES bestseller Addison Moore comes a story of opposites attract. Roxy and
Cole have off the chart chemistry but as new roommates they just can't get along. There will either be a good time or a homicide
on the horizon. Roxy is rooting for both. Roxy Capwell couldn't be more miserable. She just had her heart stomped on by her
cheating boyfriend, and the last thing she's looking for is love. She hates men. Cole Brighton couldn't be happier. He's a player of
the highest order, there's not a girl at Whitney Briggs University that he can't tag and bag. He loves the ladies.Roxy's dream is to
own and operate her own bakery one day, but with no oven in her dorm, and a lucrative baking competition on the horizon, she
agrees to move in with her best friend's brother, the obnoxious, womanizing, Cole Brighton.Between the heavenly scent of baked
goods, and Roxy's perfect body strutting around the apartment, Cole can't think straight. So when Roxy's ex starts sniffing around
again, Cole volunteers to play the part of her new boy-toy and things get heated both in and out of the kitchen.Roxy discovers she
might not hate every man on the planet, and Cole discovers nothing tastes better than Roxy and her late night SUGAR
KISSES.***CAN BE READ AS A STANDALONE***Sugar Kisses (3: AM Kisses 3) Romantic Comedy First base never felt so
good!From the NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY bestselling author, Addison Moore...Cosmopolitan Magazine calls Addison's
books...easy, frothy fun!***3: AM Kisses - The USA Today Bestseller!***Roxy is a ball of stress and anger.Cole is all ego and
sex.Their attraction is unstoppable.Original publication date February 11, 20
A study guide to English grammar that contains explanations, simple examples, and ample exercises to practice and learn with an
answer key at the back of the book.
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